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Abstrat: We investigate bulk moduli stabilisation and supersymmetry breaking in loal
string/F-theory models where the Standard Model is supported on a del Pezzo surfae or sin-
gularity. Computing the gravity mediated soft terms on the Standard Model brane indued
by bulk supersymmetry breaking in the LARGE volume senario, we expliitly nd suppres-
sions by Ms/MP ∼ V−1/2 ompared to M3/2. This gives rise to several phenomenologial
senarios, depending on the strength of perturbative orretions to the eetive ation and
the soure of de Sitter lifting, in whih the soft terms are suppressed by at least MP /V3/2
and may be as small as MP /V2. Sine the gravitino mass is of order M3/2 ∼ MP /V,
for TeV soft terms all these senarios give a very heavy gravitino (M3/2 ≥ 108 GeV) and
generially the lightest moduli eld is also heavy enough (m ≥ 10 TeV) to avoid the os-
mologial moduli problem. For TeV soft terms, these senarios predit a minimal value of
the volume to be V ∼ 106−7 in string units, whih would give a uniation sale of order
MGUT ∼MsV1/6 ∼ 1016 GeV. The strong suppression of gravity mediated soft terms ould
also possibly allow a senario of dominant gauge mediation in the visible setor but with a
very heavy gravitino M3/2 > 1 TeV.
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1. Introdution
During the last years moduli stabilisation, in partiular for Type IIB orientifolds on om-
pat CalabiYau threefolds, has been under intense study and several senarios have been
proposed. The original example is the KKLT senario [1℄, where dilaton and omplex stru-
ture moduli are xed at tree-level by uxes while Kähler moduli are stabilised via instanton
generated terms in the superpotential
W =W0 +Ae
−a Ts . (1.1)
As a generalisation of this, inluding also next-to-leading order orretions to the Kähler
potential, the volume of the ompatiation manifold V an be stabilised at exponentially
large values [2,3℄. These large volume minima are quite generi [4℄ and exist whenever there
is a four-yle in the CalabiYau threefold whih is shrinkable to zero size, suh that the
total volume of the spae remains nite. These supersymmetry breaking Type IIB vaua
have been alled the LARGE Volume Senario (LVS). Their phenomenologial features
were studied in very muh detail for the string sale in the intermediate regime Ms ≃
1011 GeV [5, 6℄ leading to TeV soft terms and intermediate sales for the neutrino and
axion setor of the MSSM in the preferred range. For omputing the high sale soft terms
it was assumed that the D7-branes supporting the MSSM gauge and matter elds wrap
the same four-yle supporting also the D3-brane instanton. In [7℄, it was pointed out that
instanton zero mode ounting atually forbids suh a senario and that the D7-branes and
instantoni D3-branes should better wrap distint four-yles in the underlying CalabiYau
manifold. In fat the Kähler moduli assoiated to the sizes of the four-yles wrapped by
the D7-branes an be stabilised by D-terms, often at string sale size at the boundary of
the Kähler one. In this sense the MSSM branes are sequestered from the bulk of the
CalabiYau.
A way of realising the MSSM gauge and matter elds in the LVS is by studying fra-
tional D3-branes at the singular point, disussed in [8, 9℄. Various low-energy models were
studied on the rst two del Pezzo surfaes dP0 and dP1, allowing for both GUT-like and
extended MSSM senarios. From the eetive eld theory point of view, both senarios are
similar sine after stabilising the moduli, both vaua are at or lose to the singular point.
A very similar senario was proposed reently in the ontext of loal F-theory models
with an SU(5) GUT brane. First of all, it was realised that some of the model building
problems one had with realising simple GUT groups in orientifold onstrutions [10℄ are
niely reoniled in F-theory models on elliptially bered CalabiYau fourfolds [1118℄.
The reason for this substantial improvement is that F-theory is genuinely non-perturbative
and also allows for the appearane of exeptional groups E6, E7, E8, whih are supported
along a omplex surfae in the base threefold, over whih the ellipti ber degenerates
appropriately.
1
As a onsequene, by a further breaking also the spinor representation of
an SO(10) GUT and the top-quark Yukawa ouplings 10 10 5H in SU(5) GUTs an be
realised.
1
In the Type IIB interpretation, suh loi support general (p, q) seven brane systems, where the extra
states are realised by massless string juntions.
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Moreover, it was proposed in [13℄ that suh models an allow for an essentially loal
treatment, if there exists a limit in whih gravity deouples from the gauge theory on the
GUT brane. Geometrially this means that the spae transverse to the brane an beome
arbitrary large or from a dierent perspetive that the four-yle the brane is wrapping an
shrink to zero size. Suh four-yles are so-alled del Pezzo surfaes, whih are P
2
blown up
at up to eight points. Sine there exists a limit where gravity deouples from the physis
on the SU(5) brane, one expets that for gravity indued ouplings on the brane there
exists an Ms/MP suppression relative to their general values. This deoupling argument
was used heavily when studying the further phenomenologial impliations of loal F-theory
GUTs [19, 20℄. In partiular, it was argued that, sine gravity/moduli mediated supersym-
metry breaking soft terms on the GUT brane should also experiene suh a suppression,
gauge mediation ould beome the dominant soure. Indeed, under this assumption a very
nie numerology for the soft terms was dedued, whih besides avour universality inludes
a solution to the µ/µB problem and a andidate for the QCD axion solving the strong CP-
problem. The gauge mediation was parametrised in the usual way by the non-zero VEV of
a salar eld 〈X〉 = x+θ2F mediated to the MSSM by harged messenger elds. Note that
in this senario the gravitino mass was assumed to be dominantly set by gauge mediation.
Therefore, the gravitino was the LSP with a mass of 1 GeV.
Sine both the LARGE volume senario and loal F-theory GUTs require the same kind
of geometry, i. e. CalabiYau respetively base threefolds ontaining del Pezzo surfaes, it
is natural to ombine these two set-ups and study, for this onrete moduli stabilisation
mehanism in the bulk, the omputable eets of gravity mediation for the physis on
the GUT brane. It is the primary aim of this paper, to ompute for a minimal set-up
these gravity mediated soft terms expliitly and ompare them with the expetation of
an V− 12 = Ms/MP suppression. Indeed, as we will show suh a omputation requires to
ompute the soft terms at next-to-leading orders in 1/V.
This paper is organised as follows: In setion 2 we review the geometri framework
of loal GUTs and the LARGE volume approah to moduli stabilisation that is appliable
in this regime. In setion 3 we desribe the omputation of gravity mediated soft terms.
We desribe how the soft terms anel at O(M3/2) and how it is neessary to onsider sub-
leading orretions. We nd sub-leading ontributions to soft terms at orderO(M3/2/
√V) =
O
(
M
3/2
3/2
M
1/2
P
)
. In ertain irumstanes these ontributions an also anel and we give a set
of well posed assumptions when this an our. In setion 4 we disuss the impliations
from these soft terms for both gauge mediation and the osmologial moduli problem, and
in setion 5 we onlude.
2. Eetive eld theories and moduli stabilisation
The minimal set-up we are investigating in this paper is that we have a threefold with at
least three four-yles, one large yle and two small del Pezzo four-yles, i. e. the threefold
is of the (strong) swiss-heese type. One of the del Pezzos supports the SU(5)/MSSM gauge
theory while the other one an support a D3-brane instanton induing a non-perturbative
 3 
ontribution to the superpotential. Therefore, for the size of the overall volume and the in-
stanton four-yle (without any further ontributions) there exists the non-supersymmetri
AdS-type LARGE volume minimum. Sine the GUT brane is loalised on a del Pezzo
surfae orthogonal to the instantoni del Pezzo and the size of the GUT brane is xed
by D-terms at small values, the previous omputations of the gravity indued soft terms
should be modied. The same alulation is also neessary for the ase that the GUT yle
is ollapsed at the quiver lous.
There are two basi regimes where the eetive eld theory (EFT) for light modes is
reliable:
• All of the 4-yles, inluding the standard model or GUT yle are larger than the
string sale. This is the geometri regime.
• The size of the standard model yle is muh smaller than the string sale. It is a
standard blow-up mode expanded around its vanishing value orresponding to the del
Pezzo singularity. Fortunately string theory is under ontrol at the singularity and
the EFT an be safely dened in an expansion on the blow-up mode.
Sine the D-term onditions tend to prefer a small value of the standard model yle, it
is important to understand the physis in both regimes of validity of EFT. It is lear that
these are two dierent eetive eld theories for standard model physis. But, as we will
see, sine the standard model yle does not partiipate in the breaking of supersymmetry,
the struture of soft breaking terms will be the same in both ases.
Let us disuss the ingredients in some more detail.
2.1 Gauge ouplings on the GUT brane
Let us reall the set-up for Type IIB respetively F-theory GUT models, where we use
for onreteness the Type IIB orientifold language of [21, 22℄. We onsider the Type IIB
string ompatied on a ompat CalabiYau threefold M modded out by an orientifold
projetion Ωσ (−1)FL . The holomorphi involution is suh that one gets O7- and O3-planes.
The base of the orresponding elliptially bered four-fold is then B3 =M/σ. The SU(5)
GUT is loalised on D7-branes wrapping a rigid del Pezzo surfae Da. The resulting tree-
level SU(5) gauge kineti funtion fSU(5) =
4pi
g2X
+ iΘ is simply given by
fSU(5) = Ta =
1
2 gsℓ4s
∫
Da
J ∧ J + i
∫
Da
C4 , (2.1)
where gs = e
ϕ
denotes the string oupling onstant and Vol(Da) =
1
2
∫
Da
J∧J is the volume
of the del Pezzo surfae Da.
In orientifold models, we atually get on a stak of ve D7-branes the ChanPaton gauge
group U(5), whih allows for a non-vanishing gauge ux Fa in the diagonal U(1) ⊂ U(5).
Sine a del Pezzo is rigid and does not even ontain any disrete Wilson lines, the gauge
symmetry is broken to SU(3) × SU(2) × U(1)Y by a non-trivial U(1)Y gauge ux FY
supported on a two-yle Ca ∈ H2(Da,Z) whih is trivial in H2(M,Z) [13,14℄. As explained
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in [22℄, this way of breaking the SU(5) gauge group leads to a spei pattern of MSSM
gauge ouplings at the uniation sale
fi = Ta − 1
2
κi S, i ∈ {1, 2, 3} , (2.2)
with
κ3 =
∫
Da
F2a , κ2 =
∫
Da
F2a + F2Y + 2Fa FY (2.3)
κ1 =
∫
Da
F2a + 35(F2Y + 2Fa FY ) . (2.4)
For onreteness we are using these orientifold relations in the following.
In the limit that the yle is ollapsed to the singularity, the gauge kineti funtion
takes a similar form:
fi = δiS + sikTk , (2.5)
where now Tk has to be understood as the blow-up modes that resolve the singularity.
For Zn singularities δi is universal; however for more ompliated singularities δi an be
non-universal. For appliations to uniation, we are interested in singularities where the
dierent gauge groups have universal ouplings at the singularity.
For both lasses of loal models the GUT uniation sale and string sale dier signi-
antly by a fator of the bulk radius. More preisely, the GUT uniation saleMX is given
by MX = RMs, where R ∼ V1/6 is the bulk radius of the CalabiYau in string units. This
an be seen through the KaplunovskyLouis relation between physial and holomorphi
gauge ouplings,
g−2a (Φ, Φ¯, µ) = Re(fa(Φ)) +
(
∑
r nrTa(r)− 3Ta(G))
8π2
ln
(
MP
µ
)
+
T (G)
8π2
ln g−2a (Φ, Φ¯, µ)
+
(
∑
r nrTa(r)− T (G))
16π2
Kˆ(Φ, Φ¯)−
∑
r
Ta(r)
8π2
ln detZr(Φ, Φ¯, µ) .
(2.6)
Using the IIB Kähler potential Kˆ = −2 lnV and the behaviour for loal models Zˆ = V−2/3
we obtain
g−2a (µ)−
T (G)
8π2
ln g−2a (µ) = Re(fa(Φ)) + βa ln
(
(RMs)
2
µ2
)
, (2.7)
giving eetive uniation at RMs. As desribed in [2325℄, at the string level this depen-
dene arises from the presene of tadpoles that are soured in the loal model but are only
anelled globally. This omes from the fat that the U(1)Y ux that breaks the GUT
group is on a two-yle that is non-trivial in H2(Da,Z) and trivial in H2(M,Z). Loally
the U(1)Y ux soures an RR tadpole, whih is in fat absent globally due to the triviality
of the yle. The niteness of threshold orretions is tied to the absene of RR tadpoles,
but the triviality of Ca requires knowledge of the global geometry, leading to the presene
of the sale RMs.
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2.2 Moduli Stabilisation
So far we essentially onsidered a loal part of the overall CalabiYau geometry where the
GUT physis is loalised. As has been pointed out in [13℄, supersymmetry breaking on a
hidden D-brane and mediation via gauge interation to the visible GUT brane might also
partly allow a ompletely loal treatment. This presumes of ourse that all possible Plank
sale suppressed terms are sub-leading.
In this paper, we do not postpone these global issues but instead ontinue the quite
suessful investigation of moduli stabilisation in the framework of Type IIB orientifolds.
More onretely, we onsider a set-up where the bulk moduli orthogonal to Da are stabilised
by the LARGE volume senario and ompute the indued soft terms on the SU(5) brane,
respetively the del Pezzo singularity onstrutions.
2.2.1 Fixing the non-standard model/GUT yles
For self-onsisteny let us review briey the main ingredients for the KKLT respetively
LARGE volume senario.
At order V−2 in the large volume expansion, the omplex struture moduli and the
dilaton are stabilised by a non-trivial G3-ux giving rise to a tree-level superpotential of
the form [26℄
W
ux
=
∫
M
G3 ∧ Ω3 . (2.8)
The resulting salar potential is of the no-sale type, with the Kähler moduli still at
diretions.
In the LARGE volume senario the no-sale struture is broken by a ombination of
α′-orretions to the Kähler potential and a D3-instanton orretion to the superpotential.
Conretely, the Kähler potential inluding α′-orretions [27℄ reads
K = −2 ln
(
V + ξˆ2
)
− ln (S + S¯)+K
CS
, (2.9)
where ξˆ = ξ/g
3/2
s and gs is the string oupling. The resulting inverse Kähler metri for the
Kähler moduli Ta and the axio-dilaton S reads
Kab¯ = −2
(
V + ξˆ2
)( ∂2V
∂τa ∂τb
)−1
+ τa τb
4V − ξˆ
V − ξˆ ,
KaS¯ = −3
2
(S + S¯)
ξˆ
V − ξˆ τa ,
KSS¯ = (S + S¯)
2
4
4V − ξˆ
V − ξˆ
.
(2.10)
For a D3-instanton to generate a ontribution to the superpotential it has to have the right
number of zero modes. In fat an O(1) instanton wrapping a rigid four-yle, whih does
not interset any four-yle arrying D7-branes, has the right number of zero modes to give
a ontribution
W =W0 +Ae
−a Ts
(2.11)
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to the superpotential. Here W0 is the value of the GVW superpotential in the minimum
and we impliitly assumed that one an rst integrate out the omplex struture moduli
and the axio-dilaton multiplet. This is justied by observing that the instanton indued
salar potential is at order O(V−3) in the LARGE volume expansion and that the Kähler
metri for the omplex struture and Kähler moduli has a fatorised form (for disussions
of integrating out moduli in supergravity see [2831℄).
Working in the large yle regime, in the simplest ase, one hooses the volume V of
the internal spae to be of swiss-heese form with three Kähler moduli
V = (ηbτb)3/2 − (ηsτs)3/2 − (ηaτa)3/2 . (2.12)
Here τb determines the size of the CalabiYau and the small four-yle of size τs is wrapped
by the D3-brane instanton. The resulting F-term potential at order O(V−3) reads
VF = e
K
(
Kab¯DaW Db¯W¯ − 3
∣∣W ∣∣2)
= λ
(aA)2
√
τs e
−2aτs
V − µ
a
∣∣AW0∣∣ τs e−aτs
V2 + ν
ξ
∣∣W0∣∣2
g
1/2
s V3
+ . . . ,
(2.13)
with oeients λ = gs2
8
3η
3/2
s
, µ = 2gs, ν =
3
8 , featuring the LARGE volume AdS minimum
at V ∼ eaτs . More details of this minimum are olleted in appendix A, whih allows one
to ompute the value of the salar potential (2.13) in this minimum to be
V0 = − 3
16 aτs
ξ
g
3/2
s
W 20
V3 M
2
P . (2.14)
Clearly it is negative, but due to a anellation of the leading order terms, it ontains an
extra suppression by (aτs) ≃ log(V). For a realisti model this negative vauum energy has
to be uplifted to V0 ≃ 0. For the omputation of the gravity and anomaly mediated soft
terms in setion 3, we will start by negleting the eets of uplifting, but will then onsider
the ontributions of the uplifting setor.
2.2.2 Fixing the standard model/GUT yle
Coming bak to the GUT brane, following the zero mode arguments in [7℄, we assume that
the GUT branes are wrapping a four-yle of size τa whih is orthogonal to the instanton
yle. As mentioned, in Type IIB orientifolds we allow for an additional gauge ux Fa
in the diagonal U(1)a ⊂ U(5) perturbative ChanPaton gauge group. Vanishing of the
FayetIliopoulos U(1)a D-term onstraint (at order V−2)∫
Da
J ∧ Fa = 0 (2.15)
implies that τa → 0 so that one is driven to the quiver lous where α′-orretions annot
be ignored. In the EFT the ondition (2.15) is essentially that the eld dependent FI-term
vanishes KTa = 0. Using the Kähler potential in both the geometri and quiver regimes,
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this ondition show expliitly a dynamial preferene for a ollapsed yle τa → 0. The
F-term of the eld Ta is of the form
Fa = e
K/2 (WTa +WKTa) . (2.16)
Sine the superpotential W does not depend on the modulus Ta and the D-term ondition
implies KTa = 0, we an see that this eld does not break supersymmetry, i. e. Fa =
0. Notie that this onlusion will not be modied by inluding perturbative and non-
perturbative orretions to the Kähler potential sine these orretions will equally modify
the D- and F-terms. Sine τa = 0 one nds that also F
a = 0, whih is a very important
onlusion, as it indiates that the standard model is somehow sequestered from the soures
of supersymmetry breaking.
A loophole to this argument is that it impliitly assumes that the standard model
elds, harged under the orresponding U(1), will not get a VEV. Otherwise they would
ontribute to the D-terms and anel the ontribution from the FI-term. Even though
this is desirable phenomenologially to avoid a large sale breaking of the standard model
symmetries, suh as olour, it should be the outome of a alulation. We illustrate in the
appendix in a toy model that this is atually the ase as long as the soft salar masses are
not tahyoni.
A diret onsequene is that the soft terms on the GUT brane an only be generated
at sub-leading order by F b, F s and FS , i. e. by moduli whih are sort of sequestered from
the GUT brane.
2.3 Inluding matter elds
So far we have onentrated only on the EFT for moduli elds and their stabilisation. In
order to study soft-supersymmetry breaking we need to properly introdue the matter eld
dependene in the EFTs in both the geometri and singular yle regimes. The important
term to be inluded is the matter elds' Kähler potential K˜ = Zαβϕαϕ
∗
β + · · · with Zαβ a
funtion of the moduli elds.
At this state, only the dependene on τb and τs is relevant, as all the other elds do not
break supersymmetry (to leading order). Z should only depend on τb, S and the Kähler
modulus of the GUT brane τa, so Z = Z(τb, τa, S). The leading order expression for Z was
determined in [32℄ with Z ∼ 1/V2/3 (see also [33℄) whih applies to both hiral matter at
magnetised D7-branes and to the better understood frational D3-branes at singularities.
Sine the α′-orretions to the Kähler potential are ruial to determine the large volume
vauum, onsisteny requires that these orretions should also be inluded in the matter
eld Kähler potential. Unfortunately these orretions are not known at present. However,
as in the tree-level ase, we are mostly interested on their overall volume dependene.
Let us parametrise the α′-orretions by a so far unknown funtion f :
Zα =
kα
τb
(
1 + f
(
Re(S)
τb
))
. (2.17)
The dependene of f on the variables an only be in the indiated way in order to have the
right power in gs. Now onsider the next-to-leading order orretion in α
′
to the tree-level
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result, whih, we laim, must be of the form:
Zα =
kα
τb
(
1− δ
(
Re(S)
τb
)n
2
+ · · ·
)
, (2.18)
with n = 1, 2, . . . denoting the (α′)n order of this term. The question now is at whih
order in (α′)n the rst orretion appears. Sine we are only interested in the orretion
whih does not inlude τa, we an use a saling argument like in [32℄. Assuming that the
physial Yukawa ouplings do not depend on the overall volume of the spae and taking
into aount the Kähler potential (2.9), the leading order orretion to the Kähler metris
were shown to sale as
kα
τb
. Then it is expeted that also at next-to-leading order the
salings must math, whih means that also the Kähler metris are orreted at order (α′)3.
This argument shows that n = 3 is the smallest expeted orretion in (2.18) and then
Zα =
kα
τb
(
1− δ
(
Re(S)
τb
)3/2)
.
2.4 Summary of EFTs
We an nally summarise the expressions for the EFTs we are using for the two relevant
regimes:
1. In the geometri regime the EFT is determined by:
K = −2 ln
(
V + ξˆ2
)
− ln (S + S¯)+K
CS
+ Zϕϕ∗ + · · · , (2.19)
W = W0 +Ae
−aTs +W
matter
, (2.20)
fi = Ta − 1
2
κiS , (2.21)
where V = (ηbτb)3/2 − (ηsτs)3/2 − (ηaτa)3/2 and Z = k
(
1− δ (Re(S))3/2 /V
)
/V2/3.
2. In the singular yle (blow-up) regime there is a slight hange in the standard model
yle dependene of K:
K = −2 ln
(
V + ξˆ2
)
+ α
τ2a
V − ln
(
S + S¯
)
+K
CS
+ Zϕϕ∗ + · · · , (2.22)
W = W0 +Ae
−aTs +W
matter
, (2.23)
f = δiS + sikTk , (2.24)
with now V = (ηbτb)3/2 − (ηsτs)3/2 and Z = (β − δ/V + γτma ) /V2/3 with m > 0.
Sine in both ases the standard model/GUT yle does not break supersymmetry, the
struture of soft breaking terms will be essentially the same.
3. Gravity mediated soft terms
As we have seen, the LARGE volume minimum of the salar potential breaks supersymme-
try, so that this breaking indues soft supersymmetry breaking terms on the GUT brane.
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There are two soures whih are relevant here. First, there are of ourse the gravity medi-
ated soft terms. However, sine the GUT brane is sequestered from the non-supersymmetri
bulk one might expet that anomaly mediation is the leading order ontribution. In this
setion we ompute the gravity mediated soft terms, i. e. the gaugino- and sfermion-masses
as well as the µ-, A- and B-terms. Moreover, we ompute the anomaly mediated gaugino
masses. Let us emphasise again that the senario diers from the usual intermediate sale
LARGE volume senario in that the string sale is muh higher (we assumeMs ∼ 1015 GeV
for onsisteny with uniation at MX ∼ 1016 GeV), and that the GUT or MSSM branes
are wrapping a four-yle ompletely sequestered from the four-yles supporting D3-brane
instantons.
First we express the string sale Ms = (α
′)−1/2 in terms of the Plank sale and the
volume V of internal CalabiYau (in Einstein frame and in units of ℓs = 2π
√
α′)
Ms =
√
π g
1/4
s√V MP . (3.1)
Thus we obtain Ms ≃ 1015 GeV and MX ≃ 1.2 · 1016 GeV for V = O(106 − 107), a
value large enough to trust the V−1 expansion. Moreover, we immediately realise that
the LARGE volume expansion parameter is diretly related to the loal GUT expansion
parameter, i. e. V−1/2 ≃ Ms/MP . For omputing the gravitino mass we simply utilise the
general formula M3/2 = e
K
2 W leading in our ase to
M3/2 =
g
1/2
s |W0|√
2V MP . (3.2)
3.1 Struture of soft terms
We are now in a position to ompute eah of the gravity mediated soft supersymmetry
breaking terms in this lass of senarios.
3.1.1 Gaugino masses
For gravity mediated supersymmetry breaking, the gaugino masses are alulated as
M eG =
1
2Re(fi)
F I ∂Ifi (3.3)
for i = 3, 2, 1, where for the gauge kineti funtions we use (2.2) with τa ≃ 0 due to the
D-term onstraint.
Sine the GUT brane is sequestered from the bulk we have F a = 0 and the only
ontribution an ome from the dilaton F-term FS = eK/2KSJ¯ F¯J¯ . We assume that the F-
term ondition for the axio-dilaton FS = 0 is fullled at leading order. At next-to-leading
order, there are then only sub-leading ontributions from FS as well as terms from Fb adding
up to FS = 3
2
√
2
γ ξ
g2s
W0
V2 where γ is an O(1) fator (see in the appendix for a more detailed
derivation). Thus, the gravity mediation indued term for the gaugino masses reads:
M eG =
3
4
√
2
γ
ξ
gs
|W0|MP
V2 =
3
4
γ
ξ
g
3/2
s
M3/2
V , (3.4)
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independent of the MSSM gauge group fator, as the fator κi in (2.2) anels. Here we
have assumed that the D-term xes the size of the GUT four-yle at small volume in string
units, so that the leading ontribution to Re(fi) ≃ 25 omes from the gauge ux indued
orretion ≃ κiRe(S).
3.1.2 Squark/Slepton masses
The salar masses obtained for gravity mediation of supersymmetry breaking read
M2
eQ
=M23/2 + V0 − F IF J¯∂I∂J¯ lnZα , (3.5)
where the potential in the minimum V0 is assumed to be already uplifted so that V0 ≃ 0.
Computing now the soft-sfermion masses, let us rst disuss the tree-level term in Zα.
In this ase (3.5) redues to
M2
eQ
=M23/2 −
(F b)2
4τ2b
, (3.6)
where we have negleted the vauum energy in the minimum. Again, there is a anellation
of the gravitino mass squared with the leading term in (F b)2. The term quadrati in FS
is sub-leading as being of order V−4. In the appendix A we ompute the next-to-leading
order term in F b, whih reads
(F b)2 ≈ 4τ2b
[
M23/2 +
3
8aτs
ξ
g
3/2
s
(
1 +
3
2aτs
) M23/2
V
]
. (3.7)
Therefore, one gets for the soft sfermion masses squared
M2
eQ
= − 3
16aτs
ξ
g
1/2
s
(
1 +
3
2aτs
) |W0|2M2P
V3
= − 3
8aτs
ξ
g
3/2
s
M23/2
V ,
(3.8)
whih at this stage ome out tahyoni.
Next we need to disuss the higher α′-orretions in (2.18). The term with the highest
power in 1/V is the one with (F b)2∂b∂b log · · · . It is straightforward, that for τa/τb ≪ 1
this simplies to
FmFn∂m∂n log
(
1− δ
(
ReS
τb
)n
2
+ · · ·
)
≃ F b F b δn (n + 2) (ReS)
n
2
4 τ
n
2
+2
b
∼ δ
g
n−2
2
s
|W0|2M2P
V(2+n3 )
.
(3.9)
Therefore, if there would be orretions of order n = 1, 2, they would dominate over the
orretions in (3.8). It is preisely the third order orretions in α′ whih ontribute to the
sfermion masses at the same order in 1/V. Inluding also the other moduli elds in (3.9),
the overall value of the squared salar masses will then be proportional to δ − ξ/3:
M2
eQ
=M23/2
(
− 1
4aτs
ξ
g
3/2
s V
+
15(δ − ξ/3)
4g
3/2
s V
)
. (3.10)
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Therefore, depending on the relative size of these two ontributions one an get tahy-
oni or non-tahyoni sfermion masses. Moreover, it also shows that for δ = ξ/3 there are
further anellations taking plae at this order. This is preisely the value one expets from
the above mentioned saling argument of the physial Yukawa ouplings. Later we will give
an argument under whih quite general assumptions suh anellations should our. One
of the assumptions will be that really the uplifting setor is orretly taken into aount,
whih leads to a further dependene of the Kähler metri on a supersymmetry breaking
eld. Note that indeed the soft sfermion masses (3.8) are of the same order as the AdS
vauum energy (2.14), indiating that in these omputations the uplift setor annot be
negleted.
3.1.3 µˆ/µˆB-terms
The formula for the µˆ-term is
µˆ =
(
eK/2µ+M3/2Z − F¯ I¯∂I¯Z
)
(ZH1ZH2)
−1/2 , (3.11)
where µ denotes the supersymmetri µ-parameter, whih we keep for ompleteness, although
it an be argued to vanish under very general assumptions [32℄. We assume again the Kähler
metri (2.18) for the Higgs elds as well as for Z. Here again, a anellation of the seond
and the third term ours. Note, if the µ parameter is not equal to zero, it dominates over
the sub-leading terms stemming from F b. Dropping the fators of order one, we are left
with:
µˆ ≈
√
gs√
2
τb
V µ−
M eG
4aτs
. (3.12)
The expression for Bµˆ is more ompliated:
Bµˆ =(ZH1ZH2)
−1/2
(
eK/2µ(F I∂IK+ F I∂I log µ− F I∂I log(ZH1ZH2)−M3/2)
+ (2M23/2 + V0)Z −M3/2F¯ I¯∂I¯Z +M3/2F I(∂IZ − Z∂I log(ZH1ZH2))
− F I¯F J (∂I¯∂JZ − (∂I¯Z)∂J log(ZH1ZH2))
)
.
(3.13)
However, due to the simple Kähler metri and assuming that µ is just an input parameter
without any moduli dependene, after a long but straightforward alulation, the result is
rather simple:
Bµˆ = −
(√
gs√
2
τb
V µ+
M3/2
2aτs
)
M eG , (3.14)
where we have dropped again the order one onstants kHi and z.
3.1.4 A-terms
The A-terms are given by:
Aαβγ = F
I(∂IK) + F I∂I log Yαβγ − F I∂I logZαZβZγ . (3.15)
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The PeeiQuinn shift-symmetry forbids a dependene of the holomorphi superpotential
on the axio-dilaton or Kähler moduli, thus the Yukawa ouplings Yαβγ an only depend on
the omplex struture moduli and they drop out.
There is a anellation of F b in the remaining two sums and we are left with
Aαβγ = F
s(∂sK) + FS(∂SK) . (3.16)
As listed in the appendix, F s(∂sK) is suppressed with respet to FS(∂SK) by a fator of
1/aτs. As we are interested only in orders of magnitude, we keep only the latter term and
get as result:
Aαβγ ≈ FS(∂SK) = − 3
4
√
2
ξ
gs
|W0|
V2 MP = −M eG . (3.17)
3.1.5 Anomaly mediated gaugino masses
Let us also now estimate the anomaly mediated gaugino mass. It is lear that, for suh
a sequestered observable setor, one would have guessed that not gravity mediation but
anomaly mediation indues the leading order soft terms. General formula for all the dierent
soft terms are not available, so that in this setion we just ompute the anomaly mediated
gaugino masses. The expression for them reads [34℄ (see also [35℄):
2
Manom
eG
=− g
2
16π2
[
(3TG − TR)M3/2 − (TG − TR)(∂IK)F I
− 2TR
dR
F I∂I log detZαβ
]
,
(3.18)
where TG is the Dynkin index of the adjoint representation, normalised to N for SU(N), and
TR is the Dynkin index assoiated with the representation R of dimension dR, normalised
to 1/2 for the SU(N) fundamental.
A areful alulation of F b, worked out in the appendix, reveals that it is proportional
to the gravitino mass at leading order: F b ≈ −2τbM3/2 − τb2aτsM eG. This leads to a preise
anellation ofM3/2 in (3.18). The nal expression for the anomaly mediated gaugino mass
for a SU(N) gauge group is thus
Manom
eG
= − g
2
16π2
[(
N − 12
)− 1
4aτs
(
3N − 12
)]
M eG . (3.19)
Surprisingly, though the gravity mediated ontribution to the gaugino mass is suppressed
with respet to the gravitino mass by a fator of (MX/MP )
2
, anomaly mediation is not the
dominating soure for the gaugino mass. It is suppressed by the usual one-loop fator with
respet to the gravity mediated ontribution. One expets a similar suppressed behaviour
for the other soft terms, so that anomaly mediation is even sub-leading to gravity mediation.
2
We use a dierent sign onvention for the F-terms leading to a dierent sign in the seond and third
term in the anomaly mediated mass term than in [34℄.
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3.2 Summary of gravity mediated soft masses
In the above omputation of soft terms we have seen that the leading terms anel and that
we need to inlude higher order orretions in V−1. Sine this sale is diretly orrelated with
ζ =Ms/MP , we an express these gravity mediated soft terms in terms of the sales M3/2
and ζ = Ms/MP . The results are listed in table 1, where we have set the supersymmetri
µ parameter to zero and estimated
√
π
3ξ
≃
√
400
χ(M) ≃ 1, and gs ≃ 1 . (3.20)
soft-term sale
M eG
1
4 M3/2 ζ
2
M2
eQ
1
16 log ζ M
2
3/2 ζ
2
µˆ-term 18 log ζM eG
Bµˆ-term 14 log ζM3/2M eG
A-term −M eG
Table 1: Classial gravity mediated soft terms for a naïve omputation of soft terms. Here
the expansion parameter is ζ = Ms/MP . We have assumed the supersymmetri µ-term to
vanish [32℄.
All soft terms in table 1 are suppressed by (Ms/MP )
2
relative to the naïve expetation
Mn3/2 with n = 1, 2 depending on the mass-dimension. This expliitly demonstrates that
gravity eets from the bulk are suppressed on the shrinkable GUT yles, whih is the
main assumption of the loal F-theory GUTs.
However, as seen in the text in ertain ases there an be more anellations leading
to even higher suppressions. Indeed so far we have negleted the uplift setor, but have
seen that the sfermion masses are atually of the same order of magnitude as the uplift so
that it should better not be negleted. We now disuss under whih well-posed assumptions
further anellations are present.
3.3 Uplift and anellations
In the last setion we have omputed the gravity indued soft terms on the GUT brane.
As we have explained, the omputation relies on assumptions about the expansions of the
matter metris at higher orders in α′. While suh orretions must surely be present, it
is diult to know the preise form of these orretions. We have expliitly seen for the
sfermion masses that these orretions ontribute at the same order in 1/V as the next-
to-leading order ontributions from F b. Indeed, as seen in eq. (3.10) there an potentially
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be further anellations at this order. We have also omputed the soft terms under the as-
sumption of V0 = 0, but have not taken into aount the ontribution of the supersymmetry
breaking from the uplifting setor to the soft terms. To onsider these possibilities, let us
argue in this setion, how one an arrive at quite general statements by making some well
posed assumptions and exploiting the onsequenes of using the supergravity formalism.
Reall that the physial Yukawas are given by
Yˆαβγ = e
K/2 Yαβγ√
ZαZβZγ
. (3.21)
The shift-symmetries of the Kähler moduli imply that they do not appear perturbatively
in the superpotential Yukawa ouplings Yαβγ . Let us make the assumption that the phys-
ial Yukawas, being loal renormalisable ouplings, do not depend on the elds breaking
supersymmetry. This inludes the volume and also the hidden setor elds that are respon-
sible for uplifting and giving vanishing osmologial onstant. We also assume pure F-term
uplifting.
Suh supersymmetry breaking elds appear in the overall Kähler potential, and the on-
straints of holomorphy then imply that in order for the physial Yukawas to be independent
of suh elds,
Zα = e
K/3 . (3.22)
Note that this inludes the tree-level behaviour of loal matter elds, Zα ∼ 1V2/3 ∼ 1(Tb+T¯b) .
In this ase it follows that
m2Q = V0 +M
2
3/2 − FmF¯ n¯∂m∂n¯ lnZα
= V0 +M
2
3/2 − FmF¯ n¯
Kmn¯
3
=
2
3
V0 = 0 ,
(3.23)
for the ase of vanishing osmologial onstant.
The A-terms also vanish under this assumption. In this ase the A-terms an be most
intuitively written as
AαβγYαβγ = F
I∂I Yˆαβγ , (3.24)
with Yˆαβγ the physial Yukawa ouplings. So it immediately follows that if the physial
Yukawa ouplings do not depend on the elds breaking supersymmetry, the A-terms all
vanish.
The anomaly mediated ontribution for gaugino masses gives
Manom
eG
=
ba
16π2
M3/2 −
(
∑
r nrTa(r)− T (G))
16π2
Fm∂mK(Φ, Φ¯) +
∑
r
nrTa(r)
8π2
Fm∂m lnZ
r(Φ, Φ¯)
=
ba
16π2
M3/2 −
(
∑
r nrTa(r)− 3T (G))
16π2
Fm∂mK(Φ, Φ¯)
3
=
ba
16π2
(
M3/2 −
1
3
Fm∂mK
)
,
(3.25)
where we have used Z = eK/3. The size of the anomaly mediated ontributions to gaugino
masses then depends on the size ofM3/2− 13Fm∂mK. The no-sale anellation for τb implies
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the O(V−1) terms anel with non-vanishing terms at O(V−2). However (3.25) also inludes
the hidden uplifting setor, whih must have Kφφ¯FφF φ¯ ∼ 1V3 (in order to uplift the vauum
energy to Minkowski). At this level we therefore annot rule out that Fφ∂φK ∼ V−3/2,
giving gaugino masses of order
g2
16pi2
1
V3/2 .
For the µ-term, we obtain
µˆ = eK/6µ+ (M3/2 −
1
3
F I∂IK) . (3.26)
For the B-term, we have (assuming no moduli dependene in µ)
(Bµ) = (ZH1ZH2)
−1/2
(
eK/2µ
(
F I∂IK− F I∂I ln(ZH1ZH2)−M3/2
)
+ (2M23/2 + V0)Z −M3/2F I¯∂I¯Z +M3/2F I (∂IZ − Z∂I ln (ZH1ZH2))
− F IF J¯ (∂I¯∂JZ − (∂I¯Z)∂J ln (ZH1ZH2))
)
.
(3.27)
If we take Z = ZH1 = ZH2 = e
K/3
then we eventually obtain
Bµ = eK/6µ
(
1
3
F I∂IK −M3/2
)
+
∣∣∣∣13F I∂IK −M3/2
∣∣∣∣
2
. (3.28)
This implies that the µ- and B-terms involve the same expression as appeared in the anomaly
mediated expression (3.25) and that the µ- and Bµ-term are of the same order as required
for suessful eletroweak symmetry breaking.
As we do not urrently know the form of α′-orretions to the matter metris, we do
not know whether the form Z = eK/3 is orret. However it is a natural hoie in the sense
that it simply says that the physial Yukawa ouplings, being loal, do not depend on the
value of bulk elds. In the ontext of the ζ(3)χ(M)α′3-orretion that entered the moduli
stabilisation, this is equivalent to the statement that physial Yukawa ouplings do not
alter if you perform a onifold transition in the bulk (whih alters the CalabiYau Euler
number).
The advantage of phrasing the omputation in this way is that we an say that moduli
generate soft salar masses to the extent to whih the physial Yukawa ouplings depend on
the moduli. While not straightforward, it is in priniple easier to ompute the dependene
of physial Yukawa ouplings on the moduli. String CFT omputations give the diretly
physial ouplings and therefore one ould analyse for ertain loal models (for example for
a stak of D3-branes at an orbifold singularity in a ompat spae) whether the physial
ouplings do depend on the volume through a diret vertex operator string omputation.
We an also use (3.23) to ompute the minimal value of the soft salar masses. The om-
plete anellation in (3.23) arose from the assumption that the physial Yukawa ouplings
has no dependene on all elds with non-zero F-terms. However we know this statement is
not true. The dilaton has an irreduible F-term of O(V−2) and enters the physial Yukawas.
This provides a minimal value for the sale of the physial Yukawa ouplings.
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4. Consequenes for Supersymmetry Breaking
In this previous setion we have seen that both gravity and anomaly mediated ontributions
to soft terms our at levels far lower than naïve expetation. This gives novel phenomeno-
logial onsequenes for various aspets of supersymmetry breaking, whih we now disuss.
4.1 Gauge mediated senarios
In loal F-theory models an interesting proposal was made assuming a model of gauge
mediation to dominate supersymmetry breaking in the observable setor. This is very
interesting sine it inorporates the positive properties of gauge mediation, suh as positive
squared salar masses and avour universality and yet address its problems, suh as the
µ/Bµ problem. This proposal though requires the following impliit assumptions:
1. The mehanism responsible for moduli stabilisation, whih was not onsidered, xes
moduli at a high mass and deouples from supersymmetry breaking.
2. Introdue a new matter setor that breaks supersymmetry dynamially and a set of
messengers that ommuniate this breaking to the standard model elds.
3. An anomalous U(1) was proposed to ommuniate both setors and address the µ/Bµ
problem of gauge mediation. The anomalous U(1) is naturally as heavy as the string
sale but has low-energy impliations after being integrated out.
These onditions look at rst sight too strong and unnatural. Ahieving moduli stabil-
isation without supersymmetry breaking and small osmologial onstant is a very strong
assumption not realised in any of the moduli stabilisation senarios so far. It is known
that a supersymmetri vauum in supergravity, suh as in KKLT before the uplifting, is
naturally anti de Sitter sine in that ase the vauum energy is V0 = −3M23/2M2P , whih is
very large unless the superpotential is tuned in suh a way that it almost vanishes at the
supersymmetri minimum. Also a positive osmologial onstant has to be indued after
supersymmetry breaking. If the loal supersymmetry breaking is responsible for this lifting
then its eet should not have been negleted for moduli stabilisation in the rst plae. Fi-
nally, it is not onsistent to onsider the low-energy eets of a very heavy anomalous U(1)
without also inluding the eets of the moduli elds whih are generially muh lighter
than the string or ompatiation sale. In partiular the FayetIliopoulos term of the
anomalous U(1) is a funtion of the moduli.
Nevertheless, our expliit results here show that a senario similar to this may not
be impossible to realise. The main point is that although moduli are stabilised at a non-
supersymmetri point, the breaking of supersymmetry is suppressed by inverse powers
of the volume or equivalently by powers of Ms/MP . This makes the rst point above
approximately orret. The seond point still has to be assumed as in all models of gauge
mediation and requires an expliit realisation. Here the relevant observation is to ompare
the strength of gauge mediation FX/x to the strength of gravity mediation whih is usually
taken to beM3/2. However as we have seen the proper omparison is between FX/x with the
size of the gravity mediation soft breaking terms whih are muh smaller than the gravitino
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mass. Regarding the third point an expliit analysis should be performed in whih both the
anomalous U(1) and the moduli are taken into aount in the proess of moduli stabilisation
and supersymmetry breaking.
Very similar to the reently disussed loal F-theory models, we may expand our model
assuming that there exists a soure for gauge mediation, whih is parametrised by the
vauum expetation values of a salar eld 〈X〉 = x+ θ2FX . This supersymmetry breaking
happens in a setor hidden from the GUT brane and is being mediated by messenger elds,
whih are harged under the GUT gauge group. In order not to spoil gauge oupling
uniation, this is generially assumed to be a vetor-like pair in the 5 + 5¯ representation
of SU(5). For our purposes, in this paper we won't present a viable dynamial stringy
realisation of this supersymmetry breaking, but just assume that there exists an extra
setor, whih stabilises the new moduli suh that just the eld FX develops a non-zero VEV
without spoiling the LARGE volume minimum for the bulk moduli. This is learly a strong
assumption, as a dynamial realisation of gauge mediation is known to be hallenging [36
38℄. We will omment more on this towards the end of this setion.
The gauge mediated gaugino and sfermion masses are of order
Mgauge
eQ
∼Mgauge
eG
=
αX
4π
FX
x
, (4.1)
where the αX/4π prefator is due to the fat that these masses are indued via a one-loop
eet for the gauginos and via a two-loop diagram for the sfermions. Note that these
formulae used a anonial normalised supereld X.
Now, we would like these gauge mediated soft masses to dominate the gravity mediated
ones. In partiular, we want the gauge mediated sfermion masses to dominate over the
gravity mediated ones. To get a rst impression of the numerology we get, we also impose
the strong onstraint that the supersymmetry breaking FX already uplifts the negative
vauum energy (2.14) of the LARGE volume minimum. We therefore require
F 2X
M2P
≃
M23/2
16 log
(
MP
Ms
) M2s
M2P
, (4.2)
where Ms is the string sale, leading to the relation
FX ≃ 1
4
√
log
(
MP
Ms
)M3/2Ms . (4.3)
Requiring now that Mgauge
eQ
> |Mgrav
eQ
| leads to the moderate bound
x <
αX
4π
MP ≃ 1016 GeV , (4.4)
where we used the relation (3.8). If there is a further suppression, i. e. M eQ ≃ M3/2/V,
then this bound beomes even more relaxed. For solving the hierarhy problem, one also
needs FX/x ≃ 105 GeV. One one has speied the favourite values for x and FX , one an
use (4.3) to determine the value of the gravitino mass, whih we would like to stress will
be gravity-dominated. Let us disuss two examples.
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• In the loal F-theory models, it was argued that the best values are
x ≃ 1012 GeV, FX ≃ 1017 GeV2 (4.5)
whih lead toM3/2 ≃ 1 TeV, whih needs a ertain amount of tuning ofW0. However,
the light modulus τb has a mass of the order
Mτb ≃M3/2
Ms
MP
, (4.6)
whih in this ase gives Mτb ≃ 1 GeV. For suh a light modulus, we expet to fae
the osmologial modulus problem (CMP).
• Let us now require that the light modulus avoids the CMP by having a mass Mτb ≃
100 TeV. Then aording to (4.6), the gravity mediated gravitino mass has to be of
the order M3/2 ≃ 105 TeV. Using (4.3), this leads to FX ≃ 1022 GeV2. For gauge
mediated soft masses of the order 500 GeV, we therefore get x ≃ 5 · 1016 GeV, whih
is slightly beyond the stronger limit (4.4). For further suppression of the sfermion
masses there is no problem.
• In the rst ase one ould ameliorate this problem by allowing for a ertain tuning of
the Higgs mass, so that the supersymmetry breaking sale for the visible setor an be
larger than 500 GeV. Let us still have FX ≃ 1022 GeV2 to avoid the CMP and require
x ≃ 5 · 1014 GeV to satisfy the onstraint (4.4) for gauge mediation dominane. Then
the gauge mediated soft masses are of the order 50 TeV.
Finally, let us disuss in whih way this simple model of gauge mediation needs to
be improved in order to show that it an really be embedded into string theory. As we
already mentioned, we did not dynamially explain where the SUSY breaking eld X gets
its VEV from. Reently, various kinds of models have been suggested, whih, we think, so
far are not ompletely onvining from a string theory point of view. One promising model
is the so-alled FayetPolonyi model. It ombines an anomalous PeeiQuinn symmetry
with a linear superpotential in X generated by another D3-instanton wrapping a del Pezzo
surfae of size T
FP
. This gives rise both to a D-term potential with a T
FP
dependent Fayet
Iliopoulos term and an F-term potential form the linear superpotential. Note, that the
latter also depends on T
FP
. Now, also taking the Kähler potentials into aount one has to
show that dynamially really supersymmetry an be broken in suh a way that the desired
values for x and FX arise.
3
Moreover, one expets that also FT
FP
6= 0, whih gives another
soure of supersymmetry breaking. Finally, one has to ensure that the moduli stabilisation
in the bulk, i. e. of the τb and τs moduli and the moduli stabilisation of the loal X and
T
FP
moduli deouple. All these hallenging questions are beyond the sope of this paper.
3
It was shown in [37℄, that this model with a simple hoie of the Kähler potential atually still posses
supersymmetri minima.
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4.2 Impliations for the Cosmologial Moduli Problem
Let us nish this setion with some omments about the osmologial moduli problem [39
41℄. The osmologial moduli problem refers to the existene of late deaying moduli, with
mass omparable to the gravitino. The moduli are expeted to be displaed from their
minimum during the inationary epoh, subsequently osillating about their minimum and
red-shifting as matter. The lifetime of suh moduli is τ ∼ M2P
m3φ
≫ 1 s for mφ . 1 TeV.
Moduli ome to dominate the energy density of the universe, but if they deay too late
then they fail to reheat the universe to temperatures suient for nuleosynthesis. In some
ways the moduli problem is the most severe problem faing low-energy supersymmetry as
it is very diult to onstrut a viable osmology with suh long-lived moduli.
There are various possible approahes to this problem. In the absene of moduli-xing
mehanisms, it may have been hoped that one ould stabilise the moduli at sales far above
the gravitino mass. The more that has been learned about moduli stabilisation the less
plausible this senario has beome.
The results in this paper suggest a novel approah to this problem. One of the properties
of loal LARGE volume GUTs with D-term stabilisation is that the soft terms appear
at a sale hierarhially smaller than the gravitino mass. Depending on the extent of
anellations, we have seen that soft terms appear at an order not larger than m
soft
∼ M
3/2
3/2
M
1/2
P
,
in the ase when the dilaton F-term is responsible for uplifting. In all other ases gaugino
masses will be further suppressed, with at least an extra loop fator as in anomaly mediation,
and possibly even as far as m
soft
∼ M
2
3/2
MP
. For the two extreme ases the gravitino mass
appropriate to TeV soft terms is
m
soft
∼
M
3/2
3/2
M
1/2
P
−→M3/2 ∼ 108 GeV msoft ∼
M23/2
MP
−→M3/2 ∼ 1011 GeV . (4.7)
Instead of solving the moduli problem by making the moduli heavy and keeping soft terms
omparable to the gravitino mass, this suggests making the gravitino heavy and having soft
terms muh lighter than the gravitino mass.
In the LARGE volume models the volume modulus Tb is relatively light and has a mass
mTb ∼
M
3/2
3/2
M
1/2
P
, while all other moduli have masses omparable toM3/2. In the rst ase listed
above, with a gravitino mass of around 108 GeV, the volume modulus has m ∼ 1 TeV and
still poses osmologial problems. However in the other ases mTb is suiently large to
deay before nuleosynthesis. In the ase of maximal suppression, with M3/2 ∼ 1011 GeV,
then we have mTb ∼ 107 GeV with no osmologial problems. In all ases the other moduli
(for example dilaton and omplex struture moduli) have masses omparable to the gravitino
mass and deay very rapidly.
It would also be interesting to study whether these suppressed soft terms would aet
the thermal behaviour of the LARGE volume models studied in [42℄.
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5. Conlusions
In this paper we have studied the struture of gravity mediated soft terms that arise when
ombining LARGE volume moduli stabilisation with loal GUTs and D-term stabilisation
of the yle supporting the GUT brane.
We nd that the modulus determining the size of the standard model yle does not
break supersymmetry and therefore the sale of gravity mediated soft terms is highly
suppressed ompared to the gravitino mass. Both standard gravity mediated terms of
O(M3/2) and also known anomaly mediated terms of O(g2M3/2/16π2) vanish. The rst
non-zero terms appear to arise at O
(
M3/2√
V
)
≃ M
3/2
3/2
M
1/2
P
. However it is possible that additional
anellations our and suppress the soft terms even further than this down to O
(
M2
3/2
MP
)
.
The appearane of these further anellations is related to the (in)dependene of the phys-
ial Yukawa ouplings on the elds breaking supersymmetry.
The anellation of ontributions to the soft masses of order M3/2 introdues several
subtleties. In partiular, as the soft terms our at a sale parametrially smaller than
the gravitino mass eets whih are normally negligible beome important. We have tried
to inlude all known eets and have given general arguments as to when anellations
will take plae. Nonetheless, it is important to look for any further possible ontributions
to soft terms whih ould possibly be dangerous. In this respet one would ideally like
a diret stringy omputation of soft terms that would bypass the need to go through the
supergravity formalism.
The suppression of soft terms relative to the gravitino mass opens new avenues for
thinking about the osmologial moduli problem. Rather than the traditional approah of
making the moduli heavy while keeping the gravitino and soft terms around a TeV, this
opens the possibility of having the moduli and gravitino muh heavier than a TeV while
still maintaining TeVsale soft terms.
If the gravitational soft terms are of the order
M
3/2
3/2
M
1/2
P
, the volume modulus however
remains a problem in the LARGE volume senario as its mass is muh lighter than the
gravitino mass and would be the same order as the soft terms. If further anellations our
and the soft terms are of order
M2
3/2
MP
, then the volume modulus eases to be a osmologial
problem.
Several senarios regarding gravity and anomaly mediation are possible and whih of
these is atually realised may be model dependent. The main possibilities are:
• If the F-term of the dilaton eld is responsible for the uplifting to de Sitter spae,
then FS ∼ V−3/2 and all the soft masses are of order MPV3/2 ∼
M3/2√
V . This is of the
same order as the mass of the lightest modulus, the volume modulus, and this eld
remains dangerous for the osmologial moduli problem.
• If any other eld is responsible for the de Sitter uplifting, the dilaton indues gravity
mediated gaugino masses of order
MP
V2 or from anomaly mediation, barring any further
anellation, of order α MPV3/2 where α is a loop fator. In both of these ases, identifying
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the gaugino masses with the TeV sale, the osmologial moduli problem is absent
sine the volume modulus would be at least as heavy as 10 TeV.
• For eah of the two ases of the previous item, gravity mediated salar masses, if
not tahyoni, are of order
MP
V3/2 and therefore hierarhially heavier than the gaugino
masses, indiating a minor version of split supersymmetry [4345℄. However if we have
perfet sequestering in the sense that physial Yukawa ouplings do not depend on
the Kähler moduli elds that break supersymmetry, suh terms will anel. However
salar masses will always reeive a ontribution from the dilaton F-term at order
MP
V2 .
• Sine leading order gravity and anomaly mediation ontributions to the soft terms
are suppressed, then other eets have to be onsidered. In partiular string loop
orretions ould be relevant, e. g. as in [46, 47℄, (giving potential ontributions to
salar masses of order
MP
V5/3 [48, 49℄) but also a novel senario may be oneived in
whih the main soure of supersymmetry breaking for the observable setor is gauge
mediation, however the gravitino mass remains very large and unlike previous models
of gauge mediation, the LSP is no longer the gravitino but an be a more standard
neutralino.
Even though there are several senarios, we an still extrat some general onlusions
from this analysis. First, as emphasised in [50℄, the eets of the de Sitter uplifting play
an important rle on the soft breaking terms. This is unlike previous senarios based on
the LARGE volume in whih they were negligible. Seond, in all senarios the gravitino
mass is muh heavier than the TeV sale M3/2 ≥ 108 GeV whih relaxes the osmologial
problems assoiated to low-energy supersymmetry. Generially (exept in the ase that the
dilaton is responsible for uplifting) the lightest modulus is heavier than the soft terms and
therefore osmologially harmless also.
Finally we point out that even though there are several anellations that redue the
value of the volume to have the TeV sale, there is a minimum value of the volume that
an be extrated from this analysis. Namely, the universal soure of gaugino masses due
to the dilaton dependene of the gauge kineti funtion, implies that the gaugino masses
annot be smaller than
MP
V2 . The same limit appears for salar masses for the ase of
perfet sequestering (Z = eK/3). This provides a bound for the size of the overall volume
V ∼ 106 − 107 in string units whih orresponds to a string sale of order Ms ∼ 1015 GeV.
Combining this with the reent result [23℄ that in loal models the GUT uniation sale is
given byMGUT ∼MsV1/6 this gives a uniation sale of the same order as the one expeted
for supersymmetri GUT models from LEP preision results of MGUT ∼ 1016 GeV. If this
senario is atually realised it would provide an example in whih a string model addresses
simultaneously the two positive properties of the MSSM, namely the full hierarhy problem,
without tuning, and obtaining the preferred sale of gauge uniation.
Furthermore, this value of the volume is of the order of magnitude preferred by models
of ination in order for the inaton to give rise to density perturbations of the right ampli-
tude, normalised by COBE. In partiular a volume V ∼ 105 − 107 was needed to ahieve
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Kähler moduli ination [51℄. It also ameliorates the gravitino mass problem pointed out
in [52, 53℄.
We onsider our results bring loser loal string/F-theory models to honest-to-God
string ompatiations sine we inorporate the main properties of suh models regarding
supersymmetry breaking and moduli stabilisation. Many questions remain open. Conrete
examples where the anellations illustrated here are realised, inluding an uplifting term,
loop orretions, et. are desirable. The presene of suh sub-leading ontributions to
soft terms an be reast in the presene of orretions to the physial Yukawa ouplings.
Speially, the sale of the soft terms an be related to the extent to whih the (loal)
physial Yukawa ouplings depend on the (bulk) supersymmetry breaking elds. In the
limit of perfet sequestering the Kähler moduli ontribution to soft masses vanish. It
may be possible to study this issue more preisely using the tehniques of orbifold CFT.
Furthermore, for F-theory onstrutions, even though in general they are treated in a way
similar to orientifold onstrutions, the 4D eetive eld theory for F-theory models is
less under ontrol. In partiular the α′-orretions whih are ruial in the large volume
senario, need to be omputed for F-theory ompatiations.
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A. F-Terms
As there is a anellation at leading order taking plae in the alulation of various soft
terms, a areful large volume expansion up to the next-to-leading order has to be performed.
Let us start with the expressions for e−aτs and τ3/2s in the minimum, whih will be needed
later.
For this purpose, onsider the salar potential (2.13). Upon minimising it with respet
to the two independent variables τs and V, we get two expression: First, from the ondition
∂VF
∂τs
= 0, it follows:
e−aτs =
µ
λ
|W0|
aAV
1√
τs
(1− aτs)
(−2a+ 12τs )
. (A.1)
After developing the denominator in powers of 1/(aτs) and inserting the expressions for µ
and λ we get
e−aτs ≈ 3
4
η
3/2
s
aA
√
τs
W0
V
(
1− 3
4aτs
)
. (A.2)
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The seond expression arises upon solving
∂VF
∂V = 0 for τ
3/2
s and thereby using (A.2). The
result is
τ3/2s ≈
ξˆ
2η
3/2
s
(
1 +
1
2aτs
)
. (A.3)
Another approximation needed in the following is:
Kab (∂bK) = − 4V
2 + V ξˆ + 4ξˆ2
2(V − ξˆ)(V + ξˆ2)
τa ≈ −2τa − 3
2
ξˆ
τa
V , (A.4)
where the sum runs only over Kähler moduli. The rst equality an be derived using the
expressions for the Kähler metri and the derivatives of the Kähler potential with respet
to the moduli in terms of two-yle volumes ta instead of four-yle volumes τa (see [2,54℄).
We are now in a position to alulate F b:
F b = eK/2KbJDJW = eK/2
(
Kbτj (∂τjK)W +Kbs (∂sW ) +KbSDSW
)
. (A.5)
The term involving DSW turns out to be sub-leading in the V−1 expansion and an be
negleted (see below). The derivative of the superpotential with respet to Ts undergoes a
sign-ip due to the minimisation with respet to the orresponding axion as argued in [2℄.
Using the approximations (A.2), (A.3) and (A.4), one easily gets:
F b = −2τb
√
gs√
2
W0
V −
3
8
√
2
τb
aτs
(
1 +
3
2aτs
)
W0
V2 +O(V
−3) , (A.6)
or with the expressions for the gravitino- and gaugino-mass (3.2) and (3.4) inserted:
F b = −2τbM3/2 −
τb
2aτs
(
1 +
3
2aτs
)
M eG +O(V−3) . (A.7)
From (A.2), it an be derived that aτs ≈ lnV ≈ 10. Thus, for the sake of shorter formulae,
one may also neglet the seond term in the parenthesis:
F b ≈ −2τbM3/2 −
τb
2aτs
M eG (A.8)
Next, we want to alulate FS = eK/2KSJ¯DJ¯W¯ . Here, a subtlety arises onerning
DSW = ∂SW + W (∂SK): the Kähler potential depends on the dilaton not only in the
usual way via − ln(S + S¯), but there is also a ontribution in the α′-orretion in the
Kähler moduli part. Thus, ∂SK has V−1 orretions:
DSW ≈ ∂SW0 − gs
2
W0 − 3
4
ξ
g
1/2
s
W0
V +O(V
−2) . (A.9)
Also as a onsequene of the α′-orretions, the minimum of the salar potential for the
dilaton is shifted away from the supersymmetri lous DSW = 0 at order V−1. In order
to determine the new minimum, one would have to minimise the full potential, before
integrating out the dilaton. However, sine we do not have an expliit model with a full
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ux setor, in order to apture this eet, we assume that the two leading order terms
in (A.9) anel and keep only the next-to-leading order terms in the V−1 expansion. The
expression we get in this way has ertainly the orret order in V and we inlude an order
one onstant γ in the nal result omprising the unertainty about the true loation of the
new minimum.
DSW ≈ −3
4
γ′
ξ
g
1/2
s
W0
V . (A.10)
In the sum over DIW in the dilaton F-Term F
S = eK/2KSJDJW , there are nally two
ontributions at order V−2: one from KSbFb and one from KSSFS . The result reads:
FS ≈ 3
2
√
2
γ
ξ
g2s
W0
V2 (A.11)
B. Vanishing D-terms inluding matter
We will onsider in this appendix a onrete example with a generi D-term inluding not
only the eld dependent FI-term but also a harged matter eld. In general vanishing D-
terms do not imply vanishing FI-term but a anellation between the two terms entering the
D-term potential. We argue here (following [55℄) that one soft supersymmetry breaking
terms are inluded, as long as the square of the salar masses is positive the minimum of
the salar potential is for vanishing both matter eld VEV and FI-term.
Sine in loal models the standard model yle is a del Pezzo surfae that an and
usually prefers to shrink to small size, it is dangerous to work in the regime where the yle
size is larger than the string sale. Even though at sizes of the order of the string sale the
spetrum and ouplings of the model are not understood, the regime lose to a del Pezzo
singularity is under a muh better ontrol, the spetrum is determined by the extended
quiver diagrams and the low-energy eetive theory an be reliably used in an expansion
in the small blow-up mode.
This eetive eld theory has been reently disussed in [9℄. We start with the same
bakground geometry as before inluding one large τ1 and two small yles τ2, τ3. On the
rigid yle τ2 we have the standard non-perturbative eet. Being at the singular lous for
τ3, the eetive eld theory an be approximated by the following supergravity set-up:
K = −2 log (V + ξˆ2 ) +
ατ23
V + Z|ϕ|
2 ,
W =W0 +Ae
−aT2 ,
f = dT3 + S ,
(B.1)
where ϕ denotes a matter eld that is harged under an anomalous U(1) on the standard
model yle, as is the yle volume itself. As disussed in [9℄, the eetive theory for τ3
diers from the standard treatment for relatively large values of τ3 sine we are working
lose to the singularity. The anomalous U(1) generates a D-term potential with a Fayet
Iliopoulos term:
VD =
1
2(dτ3 + s)
(
QϕZ|ϕ|2 + Qτ3τ3V
)2
. (B.2)
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The matter metri Z is taken to have the general form
Z =
1
V2/3
(
β + γτλ3 −
δ
V
)
, (B.3)
where the onstants β, δ an in priniple depend on the dilaton and omplex struture
moduli.
The D-term potential determines the size of τ3 and implies
τ3 ∼ |ϕ|2V1/3 . (B.4)
For a vanishing VEV of ϕ this implies as previously τ3 = 0. Expanding around ϕ = 0, the
salar potential is given by the standard LARGE volume potential and at next-to-leading
order by a ontribution quadrati in ϕ:
V =
1
(V + ξ2)2
(
8
3
|aA|2√τ2τ3/21 e−2aτ2 − 4W0aAτ2e−aτ2 +
W 20 3ξ
4τ
3/2
1
+ Y
− β|ϕ|
2
3τ1
(
8
3
|aA|2√τ2τ3/21 e−2aτ2 − 4W0aAτ2e−aτ2 +
9W 20 (5
δ
β + 2ξ)
4τ
3/2
1
))
+
β|ϕ|2
τ1(V + ξ2)2
(
8
3
|aA|2√τ2τ3/21 e−2aτ2 − 4W0aAτ2e−aτ2 +
3W 20 ξ
4τ
3/2
1
+ Y
)
,
(B.5)
where the last term arises from the expansion of eK and Y denotes the F-term uplifting
term, whih allows for a stabilisation at zero vauum energy.
With zero vauum energy, the mass of ϕ is given by
m2ϕ = K−1ϕϕ
−β
3τ41

8
3
|aA|2√τ2τ3/21 e−2aτ2 − 4W0aAτ2e−aτ2 +
9W 20
(
2ξ − 5 δβ
)
4τ
3/2
1


= − 1
3τ31

V
min
+
45W 20
(
ξ
3 − δβ
)
4τ
3/2
1

 ≈ 15W 20 ( δβ − ξ3 )
4τ
9/2
1
.
(B.6)
Dierent ratios of δ/β allow for tahyoni, zero or positive masses at this order. In parti-
ular:
δ
β


< ξ3 tahyoni,
= ξ3 zero,
> ξ3 positive.
(B.7)
With respet to the matter metri the ondition
δ
β =
ξ
3 an be understood as follows: The
ase of vanishing masses orresponds to the following matter metri:
Z =
β
V2/3
(
1− ξ
3V
)
≈ β
(V + ξ2 )2/3
= βeK/3 , (B.8)
whih is the ondition found in setion 3.3 for extreme sequestering and anellation of salar
masses at the 1/V3/2 level. Without the uplifting term, the eet of the term arising from
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the expansion of eK is generally sub-leading to the other ontribution sine it is suppressed
with 1/aτ2.
For positive salar masses we an learly see that ombining the term m2ϕϕ
2
with the
D-term potential, both the VEV of ϕ and the FI-term vanish at the minimum as desired.
For the tahyoni ase this would indiate as usual that at the minimum the salar eld
and the FI-term would be non-vanishing. If ϕ is a eld harged under the standard model
gauge group this is undesirable sine it would break the standard model symmetries at high
energies. If the ondition
δ
β =
ξ
3 is satised the positivity of the squared salar masses at a
higher order would have to be determined.
 27 
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